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I-BUSINESS AND INTERNETWORKING INVOLVING MAINFRAMES AND AS/400S

July 2002

HHEEAADDLLIINNEESS

IBM comes up with 16 new
models for the redoubtable
z900 that increases
performance by roughly
20% compared to the
original models that they
replace.

z900 can now support up to
4,300 SSL handshakes a
second – a 10% increase
from its record-breaking
performance at the end of
last year.

With WSRP IBM is trying to
create a new class of non-
programmatic Web
services that will come
replete with their own GUI.

Web services orchestration
provides a mechanism for
synthesizing various Web
services, with inter-dependencies between them, to create new and valuable business
processes.

ResQNet helps Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office in Littleton, CO deliver real-time AS/400
data to patrol deputies via wireless and touch-screens.
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IIIBBBMMM   zzzSSSeeerrriiieeesss   999000000   –––   GGGeeennneeerrraaatttiiiooonnn   111...555
Eighteen months after the
groundbreaking 64-bit z900s
were introduced in October
2000 [Oct. 2000] and two
months after the unveiling of
the rather compelling entry level
z800s [Oct. 2000], IBM, at the
end of April, got around to
announcing a new family of
z900s models.  These in essence
represent the second generation
of the z900 – though IBM is
trying real hard not to portray
them as a new generation per
se.

The reluctance to call them 2nd

generation is most likely
because the, on average, 20%
performance increases
attributed to the new models
would not have been deemed
worthy of being called a new
generation in the context of the
S/390 G1 to G6 machines in
the 1990s.  With IBM’s then
very aggressive, and new,
CMOS program each new
generation represented a big
jump in performance with the
smallest performance increase,
that of 34%, coming between
the G5s and the G6s as IBM
got to the end of what they
could squeeze out of the ‘Gx’

Multi Chip Modules (MCMs).

The performance increases in IBM
mainframes since the G1 are
highlighted in the table below to
provide a reference as to IBM’s
apparent hesitation to call these
new models a new generation.  In
addition, this table also
demonstrates that the new z900
models do not offer any
breakthroughs when it comes to
CPUs per machine [i.e. n-way
capacity], additional memory
capacity or I/O options – thus
further diminishing their rights to
be viewed as z900 G2s.

In an impressive
show of commitment
and consistency
when it comes to
server related
messaging and
strategy, IBM still managed to get
in a fairly prominent plug for
mainframe Linux within this
announcement – despite it coming
hot-on-the-heels of the February
Linux extravaganza which included
the Linux-specific z800 0LF
mainframe [Feb. 2002].  IBM claims
that the new Integrated Facility for
Linux (ILF) for z900s [Feb. 2002],
which permits an entire processor

The imposing z900
source: IBM

The svelte entry-level
z800 that looks just like

a ‘Unix’ p690
source: IBM

Intro.
MIPS per

CPU ∆

Max. No.
CPUs per
machine

Max.
MIPS/

Machine
Max.

Memory
Max. OSA-

Express

Max.
800Mbps
FICON

G1 Sept. ’94 11 to 13 6-way 60 0

G2 June ’95 22 83% 10-way 165 0

G3 Sept. ’96 45 105% 10-way 325 0

G4 June ’97 63 40% 10-way 450 0

G5 Aug. ’98 152 141% 10-way 1,069 24GB 12 12

G6 May ’99 201 32% 12-way 1,614 32GB 12 24

900 Oct. 2000 225(?) 16-way 2,500 64GB 12 dual-port 96

New
900s

April
2002 270(?) 20% 16-way 2,925 64GB 12 dual-port 96

800 Feb. 2002 185(?) 4-way 625 32GB 12 dual-port 32
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to be run as a dedicated Linux engine, offers
a 25% price/performance improvement – thus
further enhancing the appeal and ROI
possibilities of mainframe Linux.

The new performance improvements do not
apply to all of the 25 z900 models initially
unveiled in October 2000.  Instead they only
apply to the models with the full-complement,
20 processor MCMs.  Thus only 16 models of
the z900 were enhanced.  Refer to the table
on page 4 to see the exact models that have
been upgraded and their exact processor
configurations.

The improvements per IBM for each of the
models is as shown below based on an IBM-
specific, Internal Throughput Rate Ratio
(ITRR) calculated using standard benchmarks
in a controlled environment.  Others, in
particular my friends at Xephon, have already
questioned these numbers claiming that they
are tad overstated -- which should not come
as a real big surprise given that IBM
invariably gets enthusiastic when talking
about mainframe performance.  According to
Xephon, the true rates, based on IBM’s
proposed software pricing for these models,
are a couple of percentage points lower in
each instance.

Model Upgrade
Increased
Performance Ratio

110 à 210 1.17 to 1.20

111 à 211 1.17 to 1.20

112 à 212 1.16 to 1.20

113 à 213 1.16 to 1.20

114 à 214 1.16 to 1.20

115 à 215 1.15 to 1.20

116 à 216 1.15 to 1.20

1C1 à 2C1 1.20 to 1.22

1C2 à 2C2 1.20 to 1.22

1C3 à 2C3 1.20 to 1.21

1C4 à 2C4 1.19 to 1.21

1C5 à 2C5 1.19 to 1.21

1C6 à 2C6 1.19 to 1.21

1C7 à 2C7 1.18 to 1.21

1C8 à 2C8 1.18 to 1.21

C
ap

ac
ity

 M
od

el
s

1C9 à 2C9 1.18 to 1.21

CCCuuussstttooommmeeerrr   IIInnniiitttiiiaaattteeeddd   UUUpppgggrrraaadddeeesss

A signature feature of the zSeries, whether it
be z900s or z800s, is the availability of spare
processors [on nearly all models] that can be
dynamically activated either on a temporary
basis to handle short-term bursts of
additional processing with Capacity Upgrade
on Demand (CUoD) or on a permanent basis to
accommodate planned increases in overall
mainframe capacity.  The later is typically
done using the Capacity Back Up (CBU)
option.

Note that as shown in the table in page 4,
models 109 and 116, are the only models, not
counting the model 100 which is the stand-
alone Coupling Facility, that do not offer any
spare CPUs for expansion.  Also note that
IBM has not provided an upgrade for the 9
business processor 109, though the 216 is an
upgrade to the 16 processor 116.

The so called ‘capacity models’ in the z900
range, i.e. the models with a ‘C’ as the second
letter of their model number, have more spare
processors available for capacity upgrades –
whether it be CuoD or CUB.  An intriguing
new capability now available for the zSeries,
under the auspices of the ambitious Project
eLiza self-managing system initiative [May
2002], is the notion of ‘Customer Initiated
Upgrade’ (CIU).

CIU makes capacity upgrades even more
dynamic and easier to realize.  Rather than
requiring explicit IBM intervention, CIU
enables zSeries customers to obtain the
necessary authorization ‘codes’ to activate
processor or memory upgrades via the
Internet using IBM’s Resource Link portal.
With CIU, customers can download and
automatically apply the upgrade application
without having to deal with an IBM rep. or
support person.  It thus has the potential to
accelerate the whole zSeries upgrade process
and make it even somewhat spontaneous.

IBM did not commit to an exact availability
date for CIU in the April 30 announcement.
Instead it stated that CIU was planned to be
available by mid-May, 2002.  Once CIU
becomes a mainline feature on the zSeries
one assumes that IBM will exploit it to
simplify the entire process of zSeries model
selection and ordering.
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Model
Business

CPUs

Standard
System
Assist

Processors

Optional
System
Assist

Processors
Total

Processors
Spare

Processors

Processors
available

for
Capacity
Upgrade1

Optional
Internal

Coupling
Facilities

(ICFs)

Optional
Integrated
facility for

Linux
features(IFLs)

101 1 2 0 to 3 12 9 to 1 8 to 0 0 to 8 0 to 8

102 2 2 0 to 3 12 8 to 1 7 to 0 0 to 7 0 to 7

103 3 2 0 to 3 12 7 to 1 6 to 0 0 to 6 0 to 6

104 4 2 0 to 3 12 6 to 1 5 to 0 0 to 5 0 to 5

105 5 2 0 to 3 12 5 to 1 4 to 0 0 to 4 0 to 4

106 6 2 0 to 3 12 4 to 1 3 to 0 0 to 3 0 to 3

107 7 2 0 to 2 12 3 to 1 2 to 0 0 to 2 0 to 2

108 8 2 0 to 1 12 2 to 1 1 to 0 0 to 1 0 to 1

109 9 2 0 12 1 0 0 0

110/210 10 3 0 to 5 20 7 to 1 6 to 0 0 to 6 0 to 6

111/211 11 3 0 to 5 20 6 to 1 5 to 0 0 to 5 0 to 5

112/212 12 3 0 to 4 20 5 to 1 4 to 0 0 to 4 0 to 4

113/213 13 3 0 to 3 20 4 to 1 3 to 0 0 to 3 0 to 3

114/214 14 3 0 to 2 20 3 to 1 2 to 0 0 to 2 0 to 2

115/215 15 3 0 to 1 20 2 to 1 1 to 0 0 to 1 0 to 1

116/216 16 3 0 20 1 0 0 0

Capacity Models

1C1/2C1 1 3 0 to 5 20 16 to 1 15 to 0 0 to 15 0 to 15

1C2/2C2 2 3 0 to 5 20 15 to 1 14 to 0 0 to 14 0 to 14

1C3/2C3 3 3 0 to 5 20 14 to 1 13 to 0 0 to 13 0 to 13

1C4/2C4 4 3 0 to 5 20 13 to 1 12 to 0 0 to 12 0 to 12

1C5/2C5 5 3 0 to 5 20 12 to 1 11 to 0 0 to 11 0 to 11

1C6/2C6 6 3 0 to 5 20 11 to 1 10 to 0 0 to 10 0 to 10

1C7/2C7 7 3 0 to 5 20 10 to 1 9 to 0 0 to 9 0 to 9

1C8/2C8 8 3 0 to 5 20 9 to 1 8 to 0 0 to 8 0 to 8

1C9/2C9 9 3 0 to 3 20 8 to 1 7 to 0 0 to 7 0 to 7

Coupling Facility

100 0 2 0 12 9 to 1 0 1 to 9 1 to 9

Having 25 models, or 41 if you count the old
models in addition to their new replacements,
makes mainframe ordering complicated and
cumbersome to say the least.  Plus it is a very
expensive proposition for IBM.  Maintaining
the records and the Bills of Material for each
model costs money – especially with IBM’s
elaborate and highly stratified bureaucracy.
In many ways having all of these models is a
historic carryover.  Especially with CIU, IBM
could at last start to rationalize the notion of

having lots of different mainframe models
where the only difference between the models
is the number of active ‘business CPUs’ and
the spare CPUs available for future
expansion.

With the current MCM, there are 20 CPUs in
total on all the new machines.  CIU allows
you to dynamically and relatively easily
activate additional, spare CPUs.  So why now
have a scheme whereby there is a base z900
price and pricing increments based on
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number of
active
‘business
CPUs’ and the
number of
CPUs that can
be activated vi
CIU?  Memory
and I/O
channels are
handled in
this way –
relative to
each model.
So why not
just treat
processors,
both active
and latent, in
the same way.
Among other
things it
would greatly
reduce the
complexity
associated with producing z900
announcement letters and thus reduce the
incidence of errors and omissions that are
now a regular feature of these lengthy and
convoluted documents.

YYYooouuu   HHHaaavvveee   tttooo   LLLaaauuuggghhh!!!

The most profound change when it comes to
I/O has to do with support of IPv6 [with its
long awaited relief of the IP addressing
imitations by the increasing of the IP address
sapce from 32 bits to 128 bits] by the OSA-
Express – albeit just in Queued Direct
Input/Output (QDIO) mode with the Gigabit
Ethernet and the Fast Ethernet adapters as
highlighted in the table above.  However,
while IBM’s support for TCP/IP goes from
strength to strength, this announcement
letter did contain a statement of direction
pertaining to Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) that was sure to elicit a chuckle from
those that remember IBM’s frenzied and
fawning endorsement of ATM c. 1994.

IBM is ‘end-gaming’ ATM!  This would not be
a big deal if not for IBM’s original bravado
about the significance of ATM to IBM’s long-
term future.  IBM was so gung-ho about ATM
a decade ago that at the unveiling of their

first ATM switches in 1993, -- these being the
ill-fated Nways switches -- senior IBM
executives stated, unequivocally, that ATM’s
significance to IBM over the next 15 years is
likely to be equivalent to what the S/370
mainframes had been during the previous 15
years.

Well, S/370, now in the guise of the z900s
and z800s continue to prosper and bolster
IBM’s bottom-line, while IBM will soon be out
of the ATM altogether. As predictions go, this
was not as bad as IBM founder and then
chairman Thomas Watson’s claim in 1943
that “I think there is a world market for maybe
five computers.”  But it was close.  Just goes
to show how badly IBM can screw up when it
puts its mind to sorting out important
strategy.  It is thanks to this bunch of clowns,
led by the inimitable Ellen, that IBM is no
longer in the network hardware business – to
the intense and continuing delight of Cisco.

The OSA-Express adapters on the current
z900s and z800s are planned to be the last
zSeries servers that will include a direct ATM
connection.  In future a switch or router will
have to be used between the mainframe and
an ATM network to convert the ATM interface
to a Gigabit Ethernet, Fast Ethernet or
Token-Ring connection.

Latest OSA-Express Protocol Support Matrix

Protocol
GbE

Adapter

100/10
Fast

Ethernet
Adapter

155Mbps ATM
Adapter

4, 16 &
100Mbps

Token-Ring

QDIO TCP/IP
with IPV6

TCP/IP
with IPV6

Ethernet LANE TCP/IP

TCP/IP
Passthrough X X X

SNA X X X
Concurrent

MPC – IP X

MPC – IPX X

C
on

cu
rren

t
Native ATM X

key: IPX = Novell’s Internet Packet Exchange

       MPC = MultiPath Channel Protocol

       QDIO = Queued Direct I/O
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SSSpppeeeeeedddiiinnnggg   UUUppp   SSSSSSLLL   PPPrrroooccceeessssssiiinnnggg
YYYeeettt   AAAgggaaaiiinnn

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) has now become

the most widely used security methodology
used by Web-based transactions, e-business
and Web-to-host applications.  Since the
groundbreaking days in mid-1998 [8/21/98

The overall SSL server authentication, optimum encryption scheme selection and data transfer encryption
process – highlighting the SSL ‘handshake’ phase expedited by the z900 hardware

source: the new Corporate Portal book coming out in September

The
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 d igita l certi ficate

the need for a client to have a
digital certificate is optional

user requests secure session

server sends its
digital certificate Browser checks that server

certificate is signed by a known CA
 [i.e. CA in its database].  It will then
check with the CA to make sure the
certificate has not been revoked

includes server’s
public key

If the certificate is acceptable

client sends the list of encryption
schemes it supports [e.g. DES,
triple-DES, RSA etc.]

server selects optimum
encryption scheme from
client’s list ... and tells
client what i t is

client generates one-time, unique
“session key” and encrypts it using
server’s public key

session key

session key
encrypted using
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public key per
selected encryption
scheme

encrypted
session key

data transfers encrypted
with session key
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Authority
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newsletter] when it started
supporting SSL on the
mainframe, IBM has been
highly proactive in trying to
make SSL processing faster –
via hardware assists and
software optimization – both
on mainframes and pSeries
Unix servers à la the p690.

Each of the new zSeries PCI
Cryptographic Accelerator
(PCICA) feature contains two
cryptographic accelerator
cards and can support up to
2,100 SSL handshakes/sec.
That by itself is impressive
and there can’t be too many
other systems that can match
that number.  The new
Accelerator is designed
specifically for maximum-
speed SSL acceleration rather
than for specialized financial
applications [e.g. credit card
specific protocols] or for
secure long-term storage of
keys and secrets – as was the
case with the prior
mainframe crypto co-
processors.

The complexity of the RSA encryption
schemes are such that all of the processing
cannot be done using just hardware.  Some of
the processing has to be done using software.
Consequently, the entire encryption-
decryption operation cannot be handled by
any of IBM’s hardware-assist cryptographic
coprocessors – whether it be the new PCI
accelerator, the CMOS co-processor or the
older PCI-based cryptographic co-processor.

Thus, the total number of SSL transactions
that can be processed depends not just on
the number of co-processors involved but also
on the amount of mainframe CPU cycles
available.  Therefore, it is not enough just
stuffing crypto co-processors to get maximum
SSL throughput – you also have to cough up
for some z900 processors as well.

In the past [i.e. end of last year] with a top of
the line 16-way z900 you were able to get
3850 SSL handshakes/second using z/OS
Ver. 1 Rel 2.  This according to IBM was a

new record given that it was twice as many as
was possible in the past.  With the new
models IBM has ratcheted this up a notch
further.  The current claim is 4,300 SSL
handshakes a second – close to a 12%
increase.  This then also must be a record.
The figure on page 6 shows the amount of
work involved in performing an SSL
handshake – which furthermore involves
multiple I/O interactions with the client .
Consequently, this is quite an impressive feat
particularly if one stops and really savors how
short a period of time a second really is
despite the amount of work that a mainframe
can squeeze into one.

Support for the PCI Cryptographic Accelerator
feature is available within z/OS Ver. 1 Rel.2
in the form of the Integrated Cryptographic
Services Facility (ICSF) and System SSL
functions.  Applications that use System SSL,
such as z/OS http server (and WebSphere),
tn3270 server, LDAP server, and CICS
Transaction Gateway server will transparently
gain access to the new Cryptographic

Browser
JVM

applet may
be cached

OSA-
Express

Key:
HoD = IBM’s Host On-Demand
HTTPS = Secure HTTP
JVM = Java Virtual Machine

i  net
IBM
HoD

ACF/VTAM

SNA
Apps.
SNA

with Browser
PC/Workstation

tn3270(E)
Server

tn3270(E)
Server

Unix
SVCs

WebSphere

Host
Publisher V2 HoD

Cryptographic
Coprocessor

dynamic
download
of applet

HTML over HTTP(S)
with SSL Security

OS/390 Ver. 2 Rel. 7(+) or z/OS
with Comm. Server

Cisco
router

Giga- or FastEthernet

with Browser
PC/Workstation

tn3270(E) with
SSL Security

TCP/IPS/390 or
zSeries

Browser

Mainframe-based SSL processing – now capable of handling up to 4,300
handshakes a second, which is quite impressive if you think about what is

involved and remember that a second is about how long it takes
you to say “Mississippi One”.
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Accelerator feature.  As of now the PCICA to
expedite SSL processing will also be available
to Linux images running on the zSeries.  Yet
another incontrovertible gesture by IBM that
yet again positively affirms its continuing
commitment to the mainframe Linux
initiative.

The cryptographic accelerator technology of
the zSeries PCICA feature is also available on
specific IBM pSeries servers as the IBM e-
business Cryptographic Accelerator.

OOOttthhheeerrr   EEEnnnhhhaaannnccceeemmmeeennntttsss

Some of the other noteworthy enhancements
included in this April 30 package include:

p Full-spectrum Fiber Cabling Service for
zSeries mainframes, replete with support
for Small Form Factor (SFF) fiber optic
connectors, laser transceivers and speeds
from 1 Gigabit/sec to 10 Gigabit/sec, for
customers who want to gainfully exploit
Storage Area Networks (SANs) as a means
of realizing comparatively low-cost direct
access storage – which, furthermore in
these days of heightened concern about
disaster recovery, has the added bonus
that some or all of the storage can be
distributed a considerable distance away
from the main data center.

p Small Computer System Interface (SCSI)
ports, within the overall context of Fiber
Channel support, for Linux so that Linux
applications may utilize SCSI devices.
Another example of IBM’s commitment to
promoting Linux on the mainframe.

p Full Virtual LAN (VLAN) support for
Linux – where VLANs, now a rather old
concept from inception of switched LANs
from the mid-1990s, allow the logical
segregation of multiple physical LANs so
that traffic can be restricted to predefined
subset of users or LAN stations.  The
Linux VLAN feature is only available with
OSA-Express ports that are configured to
work in QDIO mode.  When properly
configured VLANs can be used as a low-
level security mechanism since a VLAN
restricts the flow of traffic to just those
pre-defined addresses that make up a
specific VLAN.

p Enhancements to the scalability of
Sysplex operations through expanding
the coupling facility addressing range and
increasing the number of concurrent
tasks that can be active within the
coupling facility.  With new Level 12 of
the Coupling Facility Control Code (CFCC),
IBM will support 64-bit addressing when
it comes to the data structures used by
the coupling facility.  This eliminates the
current 2GB limitation when it came to
coupling facility addressing.  Level 12 will
also support 48 internal tasks to
facilitate the multiprocessing of requests
sent to the coupling facility.

p Direct and expanded Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) support for
OSA-Express ports operating in QDIO
mode – without the prior prerequisite of
needing the Open Systems Adapter
Support Facility (OSA/SF) software to be
present.

p TCP/IP broadcast support for z/OS,
z/VM and Linux with any OSA-Express
port configured to work in QDIO mode.
Prior to this broadcast – i.e. the ability to
simultaneously transmit a message to
multiple recipients – was limited to non-
QDIO ports.

BBBooottttttooommm   LLLiiinnneee

It is hard to find fault with IBM’s current
zSeries program.  It is aggressive, relentless
and inspired.  But it is also realistic at the
same time.  IBM’s claim that it sold 200
z800s within two months of unveiling this
family attests to the success and popularity of
the current mainframe push.  The concerted
effort to promote mainframes as viable and
cost-compelling platforms for high-volume
Linux applications provides a whole new
strata of appeal and possibilities for this high-
end data crunching machines.

IBM is becoming so confident of and
enamored by the power and promise of the
zSeries that it is now offering a ‘zSeries
satisfaction pledge’.  If you are unhappy after
upgrading to a zSeries, IBM will, within a year
of the original upgrade, let you go back to the
original system (or equivalent).  It is however
unlikely that anybody will put IBM to the test
when it comes to this bold pledge.
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WWWeeebbb   SSSeeerrrvvviiiccceeesss:::   AAAnnn   UUUpppdddaaattteee;;;   WWWSSSRRRPPP
aaannnddd   OOOrrrccchhheeessstttrrraaatttiiiooonnn
Though Web services have now been around
in their current form for at least two years
confusion as to what they really are still
abounds fueled by headlines such as: “Intel to
support Web services”.  The problem is that
despite what the names connotes Web
services are not ‘middleware’ backbone
services per se.  SOAP and WSDL are not Web
services.  UDDI and the nascent Web Services
Flow Language (WSFL) are also definitely not
Web services per the true definitions.  They
are technologies that make Web services
possible; i.e. enabling technology for Web
services.

Web services are indeed services in the formal
sense of the term and they are delivered
across the Web.  But the problem is that they
are meant to represent high-level services –
even modular applications.  In reality Web
services are a new genre of Web applications.

Start off by thinking of Web services in terms

of:

p credit card authorization

p International currency rate converter

p stock quote provider

p package deliver status locator

p shipping rate calculator

p local weather update

p local traffic update

p personalized horoscope

p user authentication – for example with
two factor authentication

It is all about the availability of easily
‘pluggable’, reusable functionality, à la the
fundamental goals of the object orientation
paradigm, to expedite and simplify new

The
Internet

UDDI
Registry

Security company

Authentication
Web service

locate necessary
Web services

e-commerce
order processing
& order status checking
application

Credit card
authorization
Web service

Shipping rates
Web service

Delivery status
Web service

‘e-tailer’

Credit card bureau

Shipping company

consumer

Web services are modular ‘subroutines’ that deliver specific, specialized, high-level functionality.  In this instance
an e-commerce application is exploiting multiple, disparate Web services from different sources.
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application development.  Just as with other
OO initiatives it is thus an ambitious
proposition with tremendous promise, which,
however, in the case of Web services might
actually come to pass.

To be fair, there are no restrictions or
guidelines as to what Web services can or can
not do.  Somebody just needs to be motivated,
financially, altruistically, politically or
egoistically, to develop a Web service.  Thus
anything is possible.  Yes, you could most
certainly have a print Web service [e.g. remote
printing to a specialized printer], a directory
Web service [e.g. white pages or yellow pages]
or even a file service.

RRReeemmmooottteee   PPPrrroooccceeeddduuurrreee   CCCaaallllllsss   –––
MMMaaakkkiiinnnggg   aaa   CCCooommmeee   BBBaaaccckkk

Most simply stated, Web services are a
platform and programming language
independent way to call and obtain high-level
functionality from other programs.  They rely

on a remote procedure call (RPC) mechanism
in the true sense of that phrase provided you
do not get it confused with the heavily used
Unix RPC scheme that popularized this term.

Web services as such were meant to be a
programmatic, as opposed to visually
interactive, solutions – i.e. they were for
program-to-program consumption rather than
for human-to-program interaction.  Web
services were going to provide new
applications with the rich set of functionality
that humans had been enjoying on the Web
for so many years.  If you go to the list of
quintessential Web services mentioned at the
start of this section this point about the
programmatic-orientation has to come across
loud and clear.

Take package tracking, often cited as a good
prospect for a Web service, as an example.
The likes of FedEx, UPS, Airborne and even
the U.S. Postal Service, provide online
tracking systems on the Web.  But these
services are for human use.  E-tailers, that

The possibilities of using Web services to provide content and services for portals are immense and hard to
ignore.  This figure shows just some examples using a personalized Lycos public Internet portal.

It highlights how individual ‘portlets’ making up a portal view can be driven by one or more
Web services working in the background.
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currently offer shipment tracking [e.g.
Amazon], typically do so by providing a hot-
link, usually with the tracking number
embedded, to the Web page of the shipper in
question.  But it is a two stage operation, in
that you do the shipment tracking outside the
e-tailers e-commerce application per se.

If the shippers [e.g. FedEx] provided their
tracking function as a Web service, then the
e-tailers would be able to plug it into their
overall application as a built-in feature.  The
shippers should not be averse to this since
the e-tailer is unlikely to hide or distort their
identity.  So the consumer would still know
that the shipment they are awaiting will
arrive via FedEx, UPS or whoever.

What the package tracking Web service does
in this instance is to provide function
integration to ensure application completeness.
This is the classic programmatic model for Web
services.

WWWeeebbb   SSSeeerrrvvviiiccceeesss   &&&   PPPooorrrtttaaalllsss

Web services can play a pivotal role vis-à-vis
portals, whether it be corporate, public or

employee-only as discussed in the May 2002
issue.  More and more portal architectures
are exploiting the concept of a ‘portlet’ where
a portlet is a Content channel or an
application ‘window’ within an overall portal
view [August 2001].

The use of porlets makes the tie-in between
Web services and portals that much more
convenient and compelling.  Web services, in
effect, can become the modular software
‘engines’ that power a particular portlet,
either on a one Web service-to-one portlet
basis [e.g. stock price portlet], or a multiple
Web services-to-one portlet arrangement [e.g.
‘your commute home’ portlet that could
combine information from three Web services
offering information about local weather,
traffic conditions and radio station
programming].

Given this inextricable ‘gravitational’ pull
between Web services and portlets, it was
inevitable that somebody would postulate the
notion of Web services that came replete with
their own presentation services.  That would
make the portlet integration, not to say porlet,
rendering that much simpler – though you

Potential Web Service Providers

Commercial
Corporations

Not for profit
organizations

Federal, state,
local government
agencies ...

Individuals

one time license

periodic license

usage based

partners only

limited-time,
promotional

no-charge

one time license

members only

no charge

periodic license

one t ime license

no charge

periodic license

‘shareware’

‘freeware’

Examples:
Tax calculators,
Real estate records ...

Some of the possible pricing models for Web services depending on their source.
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are now back again to the visual, interactive
paradigm.

WWWeeebbb   SSSeeerrrvvviiiccceeesss   fffooorrr   RRReeemmmooottteee   PPPooorrrtttaaalllsss
(((WWWSSSRRRPPP)))

Well, IBM has taken the lead in defining such
visual Web services.  IBM calls them ‘Web
services for remote portals’ (WSRP) – a.k.a.
‘remote portlet Web services’ – and has
presented it as a potential standard to OASIS,
where OASIS [www.oasis-open.org] is not-for-
profit, global consortium with more than 400
corporate and individual members in 100
countries around the world that drives the
development, convergence and adoption of e-
business standards.

The introduction of WSRP thus puts a big dent
into the initial notion that Web services were
meant to be programmatic.  But that is the
dynamic nature of all things related to the
Web.

Web services are thus an XML-centric means
for integrating modular programs over the
Web using open, standardized interfaces that
are de-coupled from proprietary application
programming interfaces (APIs).  Their goal is
to facilitate simple, but pervasive, program-
to-program programmatic interactions around
the Web – though IBM’s new WSRP initiative
is attempting to extend the scope of Web
services beyond just programmatic scenarios.

Thanks to Web services different companies
will be able to easily interconnect software
components to create, sophisticated e-
business applications.  Web services are
expected to become the predominant means
by which companies will interact with other
on a programmatic basis.

TTThhheee   NNNeeeeeeddd   fffooorrr   WWWeeebbb   SSSeeerrrvvviiiccceee
OOOrrrccchhheeessstttrrraaatttiiiooonnn

Now that we have a solid grasp of what
programmatic Web services are supposed to
be – start thinking of them in terms of the
concepts used in host integration.  With host
integration we talk about reusing proven
business logic from existing mission-critical
applications.  Well Web services are also
reusable pieces of business logic [or tasks] –

which in some cases may actually be derived
via host integration.

Well host integration as we have seen is
becoming more and more business process
oriented; e.g. SEAGULL’s deal with Metaserver
[June & March 2002] and Jacada’s BPm
[from its Propelis acquisition; Aug. 2001].
The reason for this shift in emphasis is
obvious once you start to think about it.
What we are trying to do with host integration
is to isolate and capture specific processes so
that they can be synthesized with others to
create new applications.

This same rationale applies to Web services.
Look at the e-commerce picture shown on
page 9.  We essentially have four Web service
processes that have to be integrated in the
right sequence – in terms of what gets done
before the other.  This is where the notion of
Web service orchestration comes in.

The Siebel Universal Application Network
(UAN) model, described in detail in the May
2002, also provides a good example as to the
need for Web service orchestration.  UAN,
with its pivotal Business Process Controller
module, is highly business process centric to
begin with.  Siebel in addition provided the
new policy issuing example from a typical
insurance company, as depicted in page 7 of
the May 2002 issue, that highlighted how a
typical business process will consist of
multiple applications.  Today many of these
applications will be in the form of Web
services.  Web services orchestration provides
a mechanism for synthesizing various Web
services, with inter-dependencies between
them – to create new business processes.

UAN itself made reference to the IBM
designed Web Services Flow Language
(WSFL).  Microsoft also has an XML-based
equivalent known as XLAN.  But now a
‘consortium’ led by Sun and BEA has
introduced a third potential methodology for
Web service orchestration: Web Services
Choreography Interface (WSCI).

These are still early days.  There is a need for
an orchestration layer for Web services.  With
luck we should see some merging and
consolidation of the above mentioned
alternatives as vendors start to implement
this capability.  I will keep you posted.
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CCCaaassseee   SSStttuuudddyyy:::   AAArrraaapppaaahhhoooeee   CCCooouuunnntttyyy   SSShhheeerrriiiffffff’’’sss   OOOffffffiiiccceee

ResQNet who in the 2000 --
2001 period was a regular
provider of invigorating Web-
to-host with user interface
modernization case studies
[e.g. Acxiom and U.S. Auto in
Aug. 2000, RVOS in Jan.
2000, WCI Steel in Jan. 2001
and NARA in March 2001] is
back again with another
riveting story – which
furthermore reverberates
ResQNet’s current interest in
security, in particular
homeland security concerns,
as exemplified by its recent
AlertU offering [March 2002].

Patrol deputies working for the

Arapahoe County Sheriff’s
Office in Littleton, CO, can
now check suspects’ local
arrest records and other local
crime information ‘on-the-fly’
from touch-screens in their
patrol cars using ResQNet’s
powerful, Java-based
ResQPortal [Jan. 2001] host-
to-HTML conversion product
that converts mainframe or
AS/400 data to user-friendly
Web screens without
programming or the need to
install any special host
access related software on

users’ PCs.

More than 100 Arapahoe County

AS/400s

Custom
Definitions

HTM L

ResQNet
server

Default
Transformations

AT& T
Cel lular D igita l

Packet Da ta (CDPD)
network

ResQNet
Studio

rejuvenation
tool

‘tn’
Server ResQME

Servlet
Servlet-capable

Web Server

ResQPortal
Servlet

SNA/5250

tn5250

AS/400
applications

Wirel ess

HTML
over HTTP(S)

patrol deputies

AT&T Cel lular
D igital Packet Data

Server (CDPD)

Simplified architecture of the ResQPortal-centric AS/400-to-‘officer’ solution employed by the Arapahoe County
Sheriff’s Office in Littleton, CO.
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patrol vehicles used to cover the
county’s 850 square miles are
equipped with ruggedized Panasonic
Permanent Display Removable
Computers (PDRCs) designed
specifically for public safety
environments.  The computing
portion of the system, which includes a
wireless modem, is installed in the trunk of
the patrol vehicles.  The foldup touchscreen
display is mounted on the dashboard, with a
keyboard available for use when officer input
is required.

When a deputy or investigator needs to
search the department’s database,
ResQPortal operates transparently in the
background to transform the green screens of
the AS/400 into graphical user interfaces
accessible by Web browser.  Searches can be
conducted by name, address, property,

warrant or a number of other
categories simply by tapping the
appropriate button on the
touchscreen.  This eliminates the
need to use a keyboard for many
tasks and allows officers to work
in a safer heads-up position.

UUUppp   aaannnddd   RRRuuunnnnnniiinnnggg   iiinnn   aaa   DDDaaayyy

This touchscreen functionality is made
possible by ResQPortal’s renowned ability to
add buttons, images, frames and drop-down
lists to user screens with a simple drag-and-
drop customization procedure that does not
require any scripting or changes to the host
applications.  Other solutions utilize a
keyboard-driven character-based interface
that cannot accommodate the screen setup
required for touch-screen use.

A detailed view of the Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office mobile network as provided by ResQNet.
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Deployment of the
ResQPortal solution
was so simple that
deputies and
investigators were
able to start using the
system within a day
of it being connected
to the AS/400
computer.  This is not
unusual for ResQNet
deployments and
many even view it as
a trademark of the
‘easy-of-everything’
attribute of a ResQNet
Web-to-host and user
interface
modernization
solutions.  The AS/400s
involved in this system are
dedicated to storing local
warrants, criminal
histories, found and
missing property reports,
concealed weapons permits
and other sheriff’s records.

Once the network
connectivity was in place
and running, ResQNet
personnel then spent
several days assisting the
agency in using
ResQPortal’s drag-and-drop
customization utility to
tailor user screens to the
department’s needs.  The full rollout was
completed in just three weeks.

Law enforcement benefits include faster
information retrieval, a decrease in radio
traffic, a reduction in workload for emergency
dispatchers, and an increase in security
because deputies no longer need to radio
their information requests to the dispatch
center.  Data is accessed wirelessly via CDPD,
the same data transmission protocol used by
the department to retrieve information from
state and national databases.

“We were looking for a quick and easy way to
enable deputies to retrieve our legacy data
from their patrol cars without having to
reprogram our database, write Java code or
install and maintain client software on our

car computers,” said
Rich Hakkarinen,
chief technology
manager for the
Arapahoe County
Sheriff’s Office.
“ResQPortal was the
only solution we
found that could meet
those requirements,
and it allowed us to
get up and running
practically overnight.”

Arapahoe sheriff’s
officials are so
pleased with the
current solution that
they are now

considering extending
their use of ResQNet
technology to empower
motorcycle officers to
access local crime data
from handheld
computers.  This can be
accomplished with
ResQ/ME, which uses the
same core technology as
ResQPortal to reengineer
legacy computer screens
to fit the size and
orientation of handheld
devices such as Palm
computers and Pocket
PCs.

Both ResQPortal and ResQ/ME automatically
update mission-critical mainframe or AS/400
screens to HTML format through patented
pattern detection and conversion technology,
eliminating the need for custom programming
and also ensuring accuracy by preventing
faulty re-coding of legacy data.  No software
needs to be installed or downloaded to the
user’s PC or handheld because all functions
are performed at the server.

ResQPortal and ResQ/ME are Java-based
solutions and as such can be deployed under
Windows, Unix, Linux, OS/400 and OS/390.
After what appeared to be a rather rocky
patch it is good to see ResQNet back in the
saddle again doing what it can do better than
most – which is that of delivering user
interface magic in very quick time.

Cherry Creek State Park in Arapahoe County.

Accounts Payable application
reinvigorated and Web-enabled by
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iii---sssiiiggghhhttt:::   iii---nnnttteeerrreeessstttiiinnnggg   iii---bbbuuusssiiinnneeessssss   iii---nnnfffooo
SNA really is dead -- that is official: This last
weekend while attending a Revolutionary War
reenactment in New Ispwich, NH with
Matthew [who went replete with his own
working musket] I started talking with one of
the ‘pretend’ officers representing the
Continental Army to discover, to my delight
and amusement, that he was an Advisory
Software Engineer within Lotus for IBM
Software. Since he wanted to send Matthew
some Web sites about reenactments I gave
him my business card which has ‘SNA’ as my
middle name – as all my business cards have
done since about 1994.

He looked at it and asked: “What does the
SNA stand for?”

I thought he was pulling my leg.  But alak he
wasn’t.  He, a 10 year veteran of IBM (albeit
working at the old Lotus facility), had never
heard of IBM. Hard to believe but
unfortunately true. Maybe down the road IBM
should provide new recruits with a 30 minute
orientation of things upon which this empire
was built such as typewriters, POP, card
punches, SNA and disk storage.

So will the leftover auditing arm of
PricewaterhouseCooper start doing IBM’s
books?: In an effort to further bolster its
already strident, top revenue producing
division, Global Services, IBM has announced
that it intends to purchase the consulting
arm of PricewaterhouseCoopers for $3.5
billion in cash and stock. This at least at face
value appears to be another dynamite IBM
acquisition [even without Gestner being
around] given that PwC consulting is
expecting to earn around $4.9B in consulting

revenues in 2002 - excluding client
reimbursables (whatever that means).

This acquisition, which given its price tag
among other things will necessitate federal
approval, will add close to 30,000 new faces
to IBM’s books which still boasts of around
320,000 employees even after the latest
round of layoffs. Some of those that got laid
off probably are not going to be too amused
by this turn of events.

Who is currently managing NetManage?:
Continuing its proud tradition, this
Newsletter was once again ahead of
the curve when it talked about the
NetManage de-listing etc. last
month. NetManage got NASDAQ notice 3 days
after the Newsletter went out and is supposed
to have an August 1 hearing. In the
meantime, on July 24, NetManage announced
preliminary results for 2Q2002 delaying the
availability of the final numbers till the 2nd

week of August – blaming this on their switch
from the now infamous Arthur Andersen to
Deloitte & Touche as their new accountants
as of June 14.

The preliminary results, as had been
anticipated, were not promising.  After a long
string on $19M quarters [April 2002]
NetManage is now claiming that this is going
to be at best a $16M quarter, with an
approximate loss of $3.9 million – due to

decreases in license fees and services
revenue. Suffice to say the
stock price has not even
stayed at the 70 cent mark it
was last month. It is now

closer to 40 cents.

The announcement that Wall Data’s attempt
to patent HTTP tunneling has been successful
will unfortunately fool a few but is unlikely to
do anything to reverse its now inexorable
decline. Jacada and Hummingbird, who have
offered HTTP tunneling since at least 1999,
are unlikely to be perturbed by this frivolous
patent.

The big news that most are anticipating is
that when they finally state their results in
August, NetManage might pull some
additional ‘surprises’ [that being an
euphemism ] which will totally torpedo the
already depressed value of this company.
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